Scientists working on genomics projects are often faced with the difficult task of sifting through large amounts of biological information dispersed across various online data sources that are relevant to their area or organism of research. Gene annotation, the process of identifying the functional role of a possible gene, in particular has become increasingly more time-consuming and laborious to conduct as more genomes are sequenced and the number of candidate genes continues to increase at near-exponential pace; genes are left un-annotated, or worse, incorrectly annotated. Many groups have attempted to address the annotation backlog through automated annotation systems that are geared toward specific organisms, and which may thus not possess the necessary flexibility and scalability to annotate other genomes. In this paper, we present a method and framework which attempts to address problems inherent in manual and automatic annotation by coupling a data integration system, BioMediator, to an inference engine with the aim of elucidating functional annotations. The framework and heuristics developed are not specific to any particular genome. We validated the method with a set of randomly-selected annotated sequences from a variety of organisms. Preliminary results show that the hybrid data integration and inference approach generates functional annotations that are as good as or better than "gold standard" annotations ~80% of the time.
Introduction
The increasing rate of genomic discovery has left biologists with an overwhelming amount of new and tentatively novel genes to examine. One of the first steps in scrutinizing a new genome is to annotate its genes with biochemical characteristics, cellular localization, and other functional properties to quickly identify targets of interest for further study. The re-visitation of "hypothetical" proteins using multiple updated molecular databases can reveal valuable biological information as well. It is estimated that between 25-66% of genes, depending on the organism, are annotated as "hypothetical" [1] .
Annotation, however, is often a slow and laborious process, and the complete annotation of even a modestly-sized genome can take a small team of skilled annotators years to finish. Even with a large group of scientists the task remains non-trivial; collaborating scientists working on Drosophilia melonogaster organized a two week "jamboree" to accomplish functional annotation [2] . Coupled with the necessity to maintain currency as sequence information is revised and molecular reference databases are updated, annotation becomes a Sisyphean effort.
Much of the challenge involved in annotating genes stem from scientists needing to consult various molecular databases to ensure complete and thorough annotations. Online data sources such as those furnished by the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) a , the Wellcome Trust
Sanger Institute b and many more made freely available by other researchers have become invaluable in helping annotators assign genes putative functions based on computational results. The nature of how biologic information is stored, i.e. in separate, heterogeneous data sources, dictates that data integration is the first step in gene annotation [3] . Information regarding functional properties of genes is fragmented in various online databases which were developed independently and do not inherently interoperate. To annotate genes biologists must manually query many individual data sources. Considerable research has been done investigating automated methods of annotation, which in addition to alleviating manual efforts have the capability of querying and analyzing a far larger volume of information. While many of the automated annotation systems created thus far are very effective and successful at generating annotations, most are meant as one-off solutions to specific organisms or set of organisms, or utilize only a select number of databases and analyses on which the annotation process is tailored; data integration is frequently ad hoc. As the number of molecular databases increases, scalable automated annotation systems will be more necessary.
In this paper we present and evaluate a hybrid approach that addresses both the data integration and analytical needs of gene annotation. Recognizing that an effective annotation system must first be an effective data integration system and that biological expertise is indispensable in developing accurate annotations, we incorporated a robust inference engine on top of an already-existing data integration platform, BioMediator c . We identified several promising online biologic databases based on the processes used for model and non-model genome annotation projects and formulated a set of pilot heuristics for the inference engine which would reason over database query results and draw conclusions toward the annotations for submitted sequences.
To evaluate our methodology, 116 annotated genes were selected randomly from GenBank [4] as a sample set. These genes were re-annotated using our BioMediator-based approach, and our computational annotations were compared to the actual annotations as listed in GenBank. Relying on manual inspection to resolve ambiguity, we found that our automated method yielded functional annotations as good as or better than the listed annotation for 78% of the sample.
Related Work
Automated gene annotation is a well-studied subfield of bioinformatics, and many projects have arisen out of the need for expedient gene annotation. Most automated annotation systems rely on a pipeline-based approach [5] [6] [7] , whereby data is transformed or analyzed step-wise to reach a predicted function. Often the data sources used for the pipeline are replications of publicly available online databases and housed in local data warehouses. Kasukawa et al., for instance, relied on a custom annotation pipeline with a well-defined control structure to generate first-pass annotations for the mouse genome, and provided an interface for human curation and modification of automated annotations [5] ; Potter et al., included a protein annotation pipeline in the ENSEMBL analysis pipeline [7] which assigns InterPro [8] domains to putative proteins after the gene identification stage, derived from species-specific curated data.
Marrying inference to gene annotation systems has also received research attention. Similar to MAGPIE [9] , which uses PROLOG to reason over analytical results, FIGENIX uses Java-based JLog to enact intelligent reasoning over specific portions of its annotation pipelines [6] . Like most other automated annotation systems, FIGENIX uses a data warehouse approach to storing information.
In contrast to the automated annotation methods already mentioned, our approach uses a federated database system. The system does not store information locally; rather, queries are sent to the sources, normalized, cleansed and then analyzed in real-time, providing a small client-side footprint. This has the advantage of always providing up-to-date data, a limitation of the aforementioned warehousing approaches [10] . Additionally, data integration is accomplished with the use of a mediated schema, which provides the necessary semantic linkage between data sources as well as a common ontology for the development of general heuristics that are not specific to any single data source or genome. Because of the multi-tiered architecture used for the data integration process, new data sources can be readily added and incorporated into the mediated schema with minimal overhead cost and without a large increase in system complexity such a change might provoke in a pipeline-based system. And, unlike other systems that rely on inference in annotation, the reasoning system is not restricted by an algorithmic pipeline, and is free to enact rules at arbitrary points in the data gathering process.
Methods

Identifying Annotation Sources and Heuristics
To test our combined method of data integration and inference, it was first necessary to select a set of data sources as well as initial logical inference rules to reason over returned information. We created a list of online databases and other resources for use in the process of functionally annotating genomes derived from methods used for the annotation of a set of organisms at the Seattle Biomedical Research Institute (SBRI).
Scientists from SBRI participate in an international effort to sequence and annotate the genomes of three disease-causing parasites, Leishmania major, Trypanosoma brucei and Trypanosoma cruzi [11] . While the three genomes share considerable sequence similarity, most of the genes have little homology with genes in other species; approximately 66% of their genomes are annotated as "hypothetical". Additionally, we attempted to emulate the annotation of Haemophilus influenzae, the first non-viral genome to be completely sequenced. As such, H. influenzae is a far more studied genome than any of the Trypanosomatids. Our experience with these genomes provided the data sources and annotation processes on which we based our system.
Understanding annotation processes for a set of non-model genomes and a model genome gave us interesting results. Many of the data sources relied on by scientists for annotating the Trypanosomatids were based on computational analyses, and with the aid of Perl scripts, submission to multiple analytical services was done in parallel. Parsing through and drawing knowledge from the information, however, was a manual endeavor. Annotators for H. influenzae, while also employing some computational services, primarily NCBI's BLAST [12] and domain searches, relied more heavily on literature searches and some species-specific databases. From the sources used by scientists for the aforementioned genomes, a subset was selected to act as the data sources for the evaluation of our automated annotation system: the NCBI BLAST database [12] , the NCBI Conserved Domain Database (CDD) [13] , Wellcome Trust Sanger's Pfam database [14] , PROSITE database [15] , Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center's BLOCKS database [16] and the ProDom database [17] .
Information on how to apply expert knowledge on returned data was also elicited from scientists, and provided the basis for initial logical inference rules. For example, heuristics provided by one scientist working on the Trypanosomatid genomes noted that in examining BLAST scores, it was not necessarily preferable to use the top-scoring results because best BLAST hits are not always the closest relation to the sequence in question [18] .
Data Integration for Annotation with BioMediator
The BioMediator data integration system is the querying, retrieval and normalization platform for our automated annotation method. Developed at the University of Washington, BioMediator is a general-purpose biologic data integration system whose adaptability to various biomedical domains has been demonstrated in the past by providing a data integration platform for linking expression array data with analytics software and uniting disparate neuroscience databases to identify locations in the cortex related to language processing [19] [20] [21] .
A federated data warehouse that queries sources in real-time, BioMediator relies on a multi-tiered architecture whose core is a mediated schema that translates data from heterogeneous data sources into entity instances from the schema, thus collecting all query results under a single semantic framework (see Figure 1 ). We manually created a mediated schema for generalized, non-genomespecific functional annotation using the Protégé d ontology editor, wrappers to serialize data from the sources and source-to-schema mappings. During the evaluation of our annotation system, the schema contained 57 entities to represent data across genomic databases (e.g. 'Protein', 'ProteinDatabaseHit') and 55 binary relationships between those entities (such as 'ProteinHasProteinDatabaseHit' to describe a protein homology relationship).
Heuristics for Anonymous Sequence Annotation
Utilizing BioMediator's plug-in architecture, we added the Java Expert System Shell (Jess) rule engine [22] to BioMediator, giving us the capability to formulate flexible sets of rules against mediated result sets. Unlike other previous annotation systems that employ rule engines to manage pipelines or make decisions based on analyses, our approach to integrating Jess into BioMediator does not compartmentalize the scope of the rule engine by limiting when or where the rules may fire; the Jess component is free to enact rules over any data as it enters the system piecemeal, after all data is loaded in aggregate or any combination thereof and treats all received data as part of the working memory. As a result of our approach, rules are applied in a consistent fashion for all annotations. For our evaluation, three classes of rules were created to emulate as best as possible some of the annotation processes used by the genome annotators at SBRI. A total of 16 rules e were developed for the pilot evaluation of our system (see Figure 2 for rule example). 
Filtering Rules
Filtering rules are heuristics that were limited to strictly ruling out possible annotations or other relevant data from further use by the inference engine. Rules that examined quantitative values for a minimum threshold, for instance, fell under this classification.
Also, based on techniques utilized by the FANTOM2 annotation pipeline [5] , a filtering rule for the perceived quality of information was created. 12 regular expressions whose patterns indicate a possibly uninformative annotation were used. For example, homologous proteins that contained "unnamed" in their functional annotation were removed from further consideration. Data classified as removed does not leave the working memory; rather, they are restructured so that the reason for their removal is noted, and can be retrieved again if need be.
e Supplementary material on rules at: http://www.biomediator.org/publications
Evidence-Building Rules
The second class of rules uses information returned to increment evidence levels of tentative annotations. Homologous proteins enter the system as working memory with a low evidence level. As evidence is found to support that protein annotation (e.g. corroborating domains or large number of similar protein annotations returned), its evidence level is increased. This rule is analogous to the confidence classification system used by scientists annotating the H. influenzae genome at SBRI, with an ordinal scale to represent the level of evidence. Domains that recur in working memory multiple times, for example, may have their evidence level increased, as their likelihood to be associated with a target sequence is improved; likewise, functional annotations that are correlated with domain support will also reflect an increase in evidence.
Because our initial annotation system does not yet make use of formal biomedical vocabularies, such as the Gene Ontology [23] (GO), and there is no universally-accepted nomenclature in practice for all genomic databases, we establish correlations between the text of functional annotations provided by our data sources using a modified edit distance algorithm. Consider two strings, k and l with lengths m and n respectively; a matrix G of (m The value given by G(m,n) / q is the phrase similarity measure we use between k and l, where q is the length of the longer of the two strings. In our annotation system, various evidence-building rules invoke this string-comparing algorithm, such as when protein homologies share similarly-phrased annotations.
Annotation Selection Rules
The third classification in our initial rule-base is those that select likely functional annotations from the working memory, based on evidence levels. All possible annotations are stratified by their level of evidence; related annotations are percolated to the top of the list if they appear repeatedly, and the highestlevel annotation with the greatest amount of evidence is provided as the automated functional annotation, though the remaining possible annotations are f Where char(k,i) represents the i th character in the string k available for viewing as well. If no annotation is available at any evidence level, the default "hypothetical" result is presented.
Evaluation
To evaluate the efficacy of our BioMediator-based automated annotation system, we randomly selected 116 genes from a local copy of the GenBank database from April 2006 [4] . The GenBank annotations for the 116 genes served as our "gold standard". We parsed out species names so that results from the source organism could be excluded from query returns; protein sequences from 58 bacteria, 31 eukaryotes, three viruses and one archaea were represented. Once the genes were annotated by our system, the automated annotation and actual annotation were compared and individual automated annotation results scored as incorrect, correct but inferior to actual, same as actual or superior to actual. This quaternary scoring rubric was adapted to adjust for the known danger of outdated or incorrect GenBank annotations [24] . We used two measures in scoring, specificity and utility. Specificity is in reference to the level of granularity and precision provided in the annotation, e.g. "peptidase" would be a less specific annotation in comparison to "lysosomal cysteine-type endopeptidase", provided both are correct. Utility was used as a measure to compare how informative annotations are based on the textual content. An annotation that is based on a GO term, for example, would be considered more informative than one that uses idiosyncratic nomenclature. In cases where the automated annotation did not match the actual annotation, we used manual annotation methods and referred our findings to a domain expert for final scoring.
Results of Automated Annotation Using Inference
Our evaluation showed the automated annotations had specificity at the same level, or better, than the GenBank annotations 78% of the time. Additionally, the automated annotation was equal to or more informative than the GenBank annotation in 85% of the sample genes. As putative genes from non-model organisms are generally less likely to register sequence similarity hits in databases versus well-studied model organisms, we also compared the systems performance along a model-and non-model organism stratification as determined by the NCBI Model Organisms Guide [25] (see Table 1 ). Of the 116 automated annotations generated, seven were deemed to be incorrect when compared to the GenBank annotations. Upon manual inspection, reasons for the system assigning incorrect annotations were attributable to either a) the genes having short sequences, and were subsequently expunged by expect-value rules, or b) pertinent information returned originated from the organism which the sequence was taken and were thus pruned out. Individual results varied in quality and nomenclature. The databases we relied on as sources did not share a common terminology so semantically equivalent, though syntactically different, annotations were commonplace. In some cases, lower evidence levels provided superior annotations than those at higher evidence levels, though we used the highest evidence level presented in scoring. In seven cases, the automated annotation system presented a function for a gene for which GenBank records show either none or list "hypothetical". Manual annotation indicated that there was evidence in four of the seven to suggest that the automated annotation was correct; for the remaining three annotations some evidence suggested their correctness, though their true annotation remained relatively ambiguous (see Table 2 for example results). 
Discussion
The framework and methodology on which we base our approach to gene annotation is unique from previous automated gene annotation solutions. By using BioMediator as a data integration platform to handle sequence queries and retrieve results, we avoid the overhead involved with maintaining large repositories that replicate already-available data sources; responsibility for updating the data sources we use falls on the originators of the source data itself, and generally remove users of our system from most maintenance tasks. Because of the system's relatively small memory and processor footprint, it can be used on the desktop computers of annotating scientists. BioMediator's tiered architecture also allows us to add and remove sources with relative ease, and without the effort often necessary in warehouse systems, where database schemata and workflows may need to be altered considerably as data sources and tasks change over time. Scientists researching a novel genome, for example, could map any local in-house databases to the databases linked to BioMediator, thereby rapidly integrating their species-specific data with any sources already supported by BioMediator. Also, building the inference system around the schema rather than individual sources afforded us a method of quickly developing annotation rules without having to necessarily address each data source individually. Inference rules are also a natural, transparent way of capturing annotator knowledge. Once the rules were conceived, the development time in Jess was rapid. It is important to note, though, that our results were obtained using a set of rules that were not tuned or optimized, and thus we expect results will be better as rules are improved based on feedback from annotators.
The scalability and flexibility of our approach, however, did come at cost, and online data sources do experience downtime. While testing the system, one of our sources was unavailable for several hours. Theoretically, we hope that by utilizing many more sources in the future that have partial redundancy, the loss of any single source may be somewhat offset. Still, as a federated data system, our ability to retrieve data is subject to the real-time availability of the data sources.
An important handicap was that we did not rely on a structured ontology such as GO for our initial evaluation. While the schema we utilized was ontology-based, none of the sources we relied on used any controlled vocabulary on a consistent basis. Phylogenic information was not represented in our evaluation, and could have provided valuable data in relating evolutionary linkage to target sequences. Despite these shortcomings, the initial evaluation of our annotation system and methodology gives encouraging results; the efficacy of our approach is comparable to that of a previously evaluated species-specific and pipeline-based automated annotation system, 75.1-78.6% estimated accuracy for FANTOM2 [5] , with the additions of being non-specific to any genome and having an architecture oriented toward scalability.
Conclusion
The growing size, disparity and heterogeneity of biologic data and the necessity for expert curation in determining the protein functions for the myriad of newly sequenced genomes means that an automated annotation system that can address future gene annotation requirements must to be both a robust data integration platform and a powerful expertise-based system. In this paper, we have presented a technique and framework that couples the two important tasks in gene annotation into a cohesive platform, and evaluated its performance.
Future iterations of the system will annotate genes using a controlled vocabulary with the addition of data sources such as InterPro which regularly and consistently include GO terms in their records. While our initial system relies on online databases, incorporating analytical services like transmembranelocating or phylogeny-inferring software into the schema and developing rules to take advantage of such information would be a valuable addition. Alteration of current rules will also improve our annotation capabilities, such as a dynamically-determined threshold to account for sequences of variable length.
Additionally, in the future, we hope to evaluate our system against more ongoing genome annotation projects, to compare automated annotation results with further manually-created annotations. The true test of our system would be to annotate a novel genome in parallel with expert scientists.
